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1.0 What Is The 
Metaverse?

Source: Sensorium

key characteristics of the metaverse

Bridge Between 
Physical And 

Digital

Hyper Social Massive 

Scalability

Accessibility

For All

New Forms Of 
Content

$14.8T
In October 2021, the Web 2.0 
metaverse was valued at $14.8 
trillion2. 

66%
66% of GamesPad Telegram 
followers believe that the metaverse 
will transform everything, while only 
26% of respondents think it’s just 
hype3.

84,000
Metaverse received over 84,000 
mentions on social media in 20214.
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6 Forbes
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$4.7B
Venture capitalists invested $4.7 
billion in gaming startups during the 
first year of the pandemic5. 

$2.5B
NFTs saw a $2.5 billion increase 
during the peak of the pandemic6.

$300B
The global AR, VR, and MR market will 
roughly reach $300 billion by 20247.

https://gamespad.io/
https://www.parlayme.com/post/trends-in-gaming-investing
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesbusinesscouncil/2021/09/07/rise-of-a-new-disruptor-how-nfts-are-revolutionizing-the-art-and-entertainment-worlds/?sh=5fe0a06d1a90
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Web 2.0 versus Web 3.0 
approach to the metaverse

Web 2.0

 Second Life

 Roblox

 Fortnite

 World of Warcraft

Example virtual worlds

USER 
INTERACTION

PLATFORM 
CHARACTERISTICS

COMMERCIALS

Organizational structure

Data storage

Platform format

Payments infrastructure

Digital assets ownership 

Digital assets portability

Content creators

Activities

Identity

Payments

Content revenues

 Centralized

 PC/console

 Virtual reality (VR)/augmented 
reality (AR) hardware

 Mobile/app 

 Traditional payments (e.g., credit/
debit card)

 Leased within platform where 
purchased

 Locked within platform

 Game studios and/or developers 

 Play-to-earn games

 Experiences 

 (Same activities as Web 2.0, see box 
on left)

 Self-sovereign and interoperable 
identity

 Anonymous private-key-based 
identities

 Cryptocurrencies and tokens

 Peer-to-peer; developers (content 
creators) directly earn revenue from 
sales

 Users/gamers can earn through play 
or participation in platform 
governance

 Royalties on secondary trades of 
NFTs to creators

 Socialization

 Multi-player games

 Game streaming 

 Competitive games (e.g., esports)

 In-platform avatar

 In-platform virtual currency (e.g., 
Robux for Roblox)

 Platform or app store earns 30% of 
every game purchased; 70% goes to 
developer (example model)

 Owned through non-fungible tokens 
(NFT)

 Transferable

 Community 

 Game studios and/or developers

 Centrally owned

 Decisions are based on adding 
shareholder value

Web 3.0

 Community governed, generally through a foundation 
decentralized anonymous organization (DAO) 

 Native tokens are issued and enable participation in 
governance

 Decisions are based on user consensus

 Decentralized (game assets)

 Crypto wallets

 Decentraland

 Highstreet

 ElseVerse

 The Sandbox

 Somnium Space

 Cryptovoxels

  PC 

 Virtual reality (VR)/augmented reality (AR) 
hardware

 Mobile/app coming soon 

https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3A8a082299-a6a4-3aae-9083-c4b12363adfe#pageNum=1
https://gamespad.io/
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8 Statista - Weekly Time Spent Playing Video Games
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Metaverse aspects users find the most exciting

P2E Gaming

Shopping, virtual malls/stores

Immersive socialization

VR/AR technology

None of these / something else

42%

9%

13%

25%

11%

89 votes

https://gamespad.io/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/261264/time-spent-playing-online-games-worldwide-by-age/
https://t.me/GamesPadAnnouncements/661
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/think/uk-en/how-covid-19-has-accelerated-digital-transformation-and-how-to-stay-ahead-in-2021/
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“The open metaverse - the multi-platform environment that is taking form right now 
based on the principles of digital property rights, openness, and interoperability - is 
being advanced in significant part by the success of GameFi and the growth of NFTs. 
Today we can already observe the emergence of various platforms that incorporate 
essential elements of the metaverse. We expect GameFi to continue to flourish and 
expand, offering powerful game-centric opportunities while attracting millions of new 
participants to this next iteration of the Internet.” 

Yat Siu
Co-Founder and Executive Chairman of Animoca Brands
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Source: Onyx by JP Morgan

How the metaverse has evolved
The metaverse is evolving from two decades of gaming 

and will be built upon gaming infrastructure

June 23, 2003 

Second Life is released

May 4, 2007 

Runescape reaches 
1 million members

October 7, 2010 

World of Warcraft 
reaches 12 million 
subscribers

August 25, 2014 

Amazon acquires 
Twitch for  $970 million

December 27, 2018 

Fortnite nets Epic 
Games $3 billion in 
profit for the year

December 4, 2021 

Virtual land adjacent 
to Snoop Dogg’s 
Sandbox estate sells 
for $450,000 in ETH

March 11, 2021 

Roblox (RBLX) tops 
$39 billion in market 
cap in its IPO

December 11, 2008 

Playstation Home is 
realeased on Playstation 3

August 31, 2013

Riot sells out League of Legends 
finals at Staples Center

February 20, 2020 

Decentraland is released

January 18, 2022 

Microsoft announces plans to 
aquire Activision Blizzard for 
$68.7 billion

October 28, 2021 

Facebook changes 
company name to Meta

September 15, 2014 

Microsoft aquires Minecraft 
for $2.5 billion

https://gamespad.io/
https://www.animocabrands.com/
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3A8a082299-a6a4-3aae-9083-c4b12363adfe#pageNum=1
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U.S. REASONS FOR JOINING THE METAVERSE 2021

Joining or considering joining

To experience things they can’t 
in a physical reality

Think it could be a positive way 
to unite people

Want to escape their physical 
surroundings

Want to communicate with 
others in the space

Foresee educational 
opportunities

Want to become a different 
person other than their real self

0% 10% 20% 30%

74%

41%

38%

28%

40%

28%

23%

40%

Share of respondents

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Statista

53%
According to a survey by GamesPad, 
53% of their Telegram followers think 
that the digital and physical worlds 
are equally important.13 

11 Statista - Metaverse Statistics
12 Statista - Time Spent with Digital Media
13 GamesPad - Telegram

https://gamespad.io/
https://www.statista.com/topics/8652/metaverse/
https://www.statista.com/topics/8652/metaverse/#dossierKeyfigures
https://www.statista.com/statistics/262340/daily-time-spent-with-digital-media-according-to-us-consumsers/#:~:text=In%202020%2C%20adults%20in%20the,the%20onset%20of%20the%20pandemic.
https://t.me/GamesPadAnnouncements/705
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AVERAGE DAILY HOURS SPENT ON 
SELECT LEISURE ACTIVITY


Watching TV

Playing Video Games

Social Media

US Average

65 & Older

Boomers

Gen X

Millennials

Gen Z

2.8

4.6

3.2

2.4

2

2.1

US Average

65 & Older

Boomers

Gen X

Millennials

Gen Z

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.7

US Kids 5.0

14 Grayscale Investments
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GLOBAL VIRTUAL 
WORLD REVENUE 
GROWTH

$0B

$50B

$100B

$150B

$200B

$250B

$300B

$350B

$400B

$450B

2020 2025

Premium Spend

In-Game Spend

GLOBAL METAVERSE POTENTIAL 
TOTAL ADDRESSABLE MARKET

$0.00T 0%

$0.20T
10%

$0.40T

20%

$0.60T

30%

$0.80T

40%

$1.00T

50%

$1.20T

60%

$1.40T

70%

80%

90%

100%

Developers/Creators

Hardware

Digital Events

Social Commerce

Advertising  

https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/review?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3A6a035053-4da9-4d49-9412-79b35956e281#pageNum=15
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METAVERSE TARGET AUDIENCES 
BUSINESSES WORLDWIDE 2022

Man

Women

Low Income households

Average income households 

High Income households 

Big companies

SMBs

Generation Alpha (born after 2012)

Gen Z (10-25 years old)

Boomers (42-76 years old)

Married couples

Millennials (26-41 years old)

Singles

Families

0% 2% 4% 6%

11.34%

8.55%

4.01%

7.33%

8.38%

10.65

3.49%

7.16%

9.95%

9.25%

4.19%

5.58%

5.06%

5.06%

8% 10% 12% 14%

15 Statista - Metaverse Statistics
16 Statista - Metaverse Potential Market Opportunity

https://www.statista.com/topics/8652/metaverse/
https://gamespad.io/
https://www.statista.com/topics/8652/metaverse/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1286718/metaverse-market-opportunity-by-scenario/


Payment networks. In Web 3.0, metaverse economies will use their unique digital currency like MANA or layer one crypto 
that those economies are built on, such as Ethereum (ETH).

Decentralized finance. With decentralized exchanges, users can trade items in-game, while lending platforms can enable 
loans for virtual land purchases.

NFT sovereignty. Users can purchase NFTs from creators and then be able to bring them through interoperability into 
other virtual worlds to be exhibited or sold.

Decentralized governance. A global network of Web 3.0 metaverse users take back control of digital economies from 
centralized corporations and collectively decide rules democratically. 

Decentralized cloud. The ability for Web 3.0 metaverses to enable a decentralized data storage infrastructure comes 
from companies, such as Filecoin17, that offer cloud storage solutions.

Self-sovereign identity. The ability to transfer “creator coins” or internet-native social reputation coin data between 
platforms for the use of identity or credit scoring.
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Grayscale Investments

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED VIRTUAL 
ECONOMY SEGMENTS

Self Custody & Access – Wallets/Front End Applications

Agents

Programmability Layer

Transaction Layer

Peer-to-Peer Networks

Decentralized 
Finance (DeFi)

NFTs–Sovereign 
Virtual Goods

Decentralized 
Governance

Decentralized 
Cloud Services

Self-Sovereign 
Identity 

 Aggregators

 DeFi Primitives

 Oracles

 Data

 Marketplaces

 Units of value – 

“Internet Money”

 Minting Houses

 Marketplaces

 Token Standards

 Metadata Standards

 Hybrid NFT+FT

 Physically 

Redeemable NFTs

 DAO Frameworks

 Voting Mechanisms

 Staking & Slashing

 Multigeniture Wallets

 Community Audits

 Storage

 Compute

 Databases

 Query & APIs

 DIDs

 Verifiable Claims

 Creator Coins

17 Filecoin

https://gamespad.io/
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18 Deloitte
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Security. Utilization of a secure decentralized storage database.

Trust. With blockchain comes the presence of tokens which are 
secure storage devices capable of transmitting virtual content, 
personal data, and authorization keys in encrypted form.

Decentralization. An ecosystem based on decentralized 
blockchain technology allows thousands of independent nodes to 
synchronize, providing all users the opportunity to participate in the 
same virtual world.

Smart contracts. Smart contracts. Programs can help regulate economic, legal, social, and other relations between 
ecosystem participants within the metaverse.

Interoperability. Blockchain helps to facilitate the interoperability and functionality of different systems and 
interfaces without restriction.

Cryptocurrency. An integral part of the blockchain, cryptocurrency is a decentralized replacement for traditional 
money and is an effective way to perform mutual transactions.

$6.6B

Worldwide spending on blockchain 
solutions hit $6.6 billion in 2021.19

https://gamespad.io/
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/topics/understanding-blockchain-potential/global-blockchain-survey.html
https://www.statista.com/topics/5122/blockchain/
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20 GamesPad

“NFTs are a powerful tool for artists, especially since they can be programmed to 
enable creators to receive blockchain royalties through subsequent sales in the 
secondary market. These digital assets can also help create a new type of relationship 
between artists and fans, starting a continuous cycle of interactions that can last for 
years without the need for any middlemen.”

Gal Yosef
3D Artist

83%

83% of GamesPad Telegram 
followers say they already own the 
NFT.20

Bot NFT by GamesPad Cyborg NFT by GamesPad

https://gamespad.io/
https://t.me/GamesPadAnnouncements/719
https://gamespad.io/
https://gamespad.io/
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21 CBSnews
22 GamesPad
23 GamesPad - Telegram
24 Cryptovoxels

50%
According to a recent survey by 
GamesPad, 50% of their Telegram 
followers would be a designer outfit 
or accessory for their digital avatar.23

64%
37% of GamesPad Telegram followers 
believe that building a digital self is 
very important, while 27% of 
respondents say they definitely like 
having a digital presence, which 
makes a total of 64% of people 
interested in creating a digital self.22

“A fascinating variety of stakeholders are jumping into the metaverse with both feet 
right now. Each unique stakeholder type is structuring its vision for how to integrate 
NFTs into the metaverse. Throughout the globe, participants from underserved markets 
and deprived political climates seek refuge in a virtual land where they can level the 
playing field much more rapidly than in real life. At the same time, big established 
brands are onboarding their communities and die-hard fans into the metaverse 
through NFTs.

Finally, small but vibrant communities are emerging with NFTs as the foundational 
representation of their unique cultures. The theme is around giving rights and 
ownership to community members for the value they bring to the table. Whether 
through virtual real estate, game assets, or branded digital items, the vision is to 
distribute ownership in a fair and fun way that rewards the most significant 
contributors.”

Eathan Janney
Co-Founder of Edge Of Company, 
NFT | LA, Edge of NFT Podcast

Jeff Kelley
Co-Founder of Edge Of Company, 
NFT | LA, Edge of NFT Podcast

Josh Kriger
Co-Founder of Edge Of Company, 
NFT | LA, Edge of NFT Podcast

https://gamespad.io/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/nike-metaverse-rtfkt-nikeland-roblox-nft/
https://t.me/GamesPadAnnouncements/717
https://t.me/GamesPadAnnouncements/678
https://www.cryptovoxels.com/parcels/4645
https://www.nftla.live/
https://www.nftla.live/
https://edgeofnft.com/


You even get a deed of sorts when you buy digital real estate. This “deed” information proves you own the property and is 
stored on the blockchain as an NFT. The NFT token is your deed and what you will give to the buyer if you sell the property. 
Landowners can develop plots into homes or commercial buildings for personal and business purposes. Today, we can 
the emergence of new metaverses like ElseVerse from creators of GamesPad that open these opportunities for the 
community.  
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25 The Verge
26 Instagram - Snoop Dogg
27 Instagram - Post Malone
28 Instagram - Logan Paul
29 Youtube - Jimmy Kimmel Live
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$4.6B
In 2021, DeFi annualized monthly 
revenue amounted to $4.6 billion, 
which is less than 5% of the revenues 
earned by JP Morgan that same 
year.30

2.5 TIMES
The digital economy is equivalent to 
15.5% of global GDP and has grown 
two and a half times faster than 
global GDP over the past 15 years.31

$13.2M
The top 5 DAO tokens hold a market 
cap of ~$13.2 billion or ~60% of the 
total market cap.34

30 Outlier Ventures
31 WorldBank
32 Finsmes
33 Medium
34 DeepDAO

https://gamespad.io/
https://outlierventures.io/research/metafi-defi-for-the-metaverse/
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/digitaldevelopment/overview
https://www.finsmes.com/2022/05/the-role-of-defi-in-the-metaverse.html#:~:text=That%20said%2C%20DeFi%20contributes%20to,new%20era%20of%20trustless%20finance.
https://medium.com/daostack/an-explanation-of-daostack-in-fairly-simple-terms-1956e26b374
https://deepdao.io/organizations
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4.0 Business Opportunities 
in the Metaverse

“Inhabitants of the metaverse already spend hundreds if not thousands of dollars on 
virtual assets, whether its character skins or weapons, gamers understand the 
emotional payoff of customizing digital avatars. What Web3 does is that it 
decentralizes these assets from the studio’s game servers and gives true ownership of 
it to players, allowing them to then be able to resell digital assets to their peers. For 
brands, this not only creates a brand new market for distribution, but unlocks the 
fastest growing demographic to their sales channels.”

Travis Wu
Co-Founder of Highstreet

35 VentureBeat
36 CoinTelegraph
37 WeForum

https://gamespad.io/
https://www.highstreet.market/
https://venturebeat.com/2022/05/05/how-seoul-is-creating-a-metaverse-for-a-smarter-city/
https://cointelegraph.com/metaverse-for-beginners/what-is-metaverse-in-blockchain-a-beginners-guide-on-an-internet-enabled-virtual-world
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/06/davos-2022-key-themes-global-cooperation-health-equity-digital-inclusion-economic-outlook/
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“Innovation in technology is the key ingredient in the ways metaverse opportunities will 
be presented to business leaders. As the metaverse continues to evolve, strategies will 
become more clear. In a boundless virtual world that allows users to explore and 
interact, the metaverse will be powered by an independent virtual economy utilizing 
blockchain and NFTs. Every economic sector will be at play in the metaverse, which 
means that every business has the ability to create a profitable metaverse strategy.”

Anastasia Drinevskaya
CEO & Creative Director at Cointelegraph Communications 

$3B
Epic Games, maker of Fortnite, has not 
only raised $3 billion to fund its long-
term vision for the metaverse but also 
announced a partnership with LEGO 
to build a metaverse for kids.38

“One specific business opportunity in the Metaverse will be for educators, online course 
providers, high schools, and even universities. By providing refreshing, interactive 
engagement methods via augmented reality and virtual reality training, the Metaverse 
allows instructors to create a more immersive style of learning. The Metaverse can 
usher in a new era for education, enabling students and teachers to meet up in the 
digital space via their virtual reality headsets regardless of their real-life location, a 
functionality that can lead to enhanced education. ”

Petrix Barbosa
Co-Founder of MoonBoots 

38 TechCrunch

https://gamespad.io/
https://cointelegraph.com/
https://moonbootscapital.io/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/04/11/epic-2b-nearly-32b-valuation-build-kid-friendly-metaverse/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAGkmgVNvkKK7hSJtr2kBK7wHTB8cqk6gjTaOl_ICKGfSjwHzAXY2t3jh3x_RIY4HO1UVV7acH1hnunATd6FlqNv3yEmi2iyb1hJpifnl4WNtLgIwMY9dQlkiLvy-uP1q8QgUBuLBc8Fhcklj1QuooGd23lY9LKqNPEgSCUkI1s6u
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$17B
U.S. consumer spending on gaming 
from 2010 to 2021 grew from $17.5 
billion to $60.4 billion.39

$13B
Investment volume in gaming 
companies reached an all-time high 
in 2021, with over $13B deployed into 
the space.40

59%
59% of industry experts say that 
gaming will dominate VR 
investments for the next few years.41

39 Gambling Insider
40 ParlayMe
41 GlobeNewswire
42 Newzoo

Gamers now approaching 3 bn 
global players
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2.5Bn Mobile Players in 2020 0.8Bn Console Players in 2020 1.3Bn PC Players in 2020

Newzoo

https://gamespad.io/
https://www.gamblinginsider.com/news/14666/us-video-game-spending-totalled-604bn-for-2021
https://www.parlayme.com/post/trends-in-gaming-investing
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/02/22/2179688/28124/en/Global-Virtual-Reality-In-Gaming-Market-2021-to-2026-Growth-Trends-COVID-19-Impact-and-Forecasts.html
https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/the-games-markets-bright-future-player-numbers-will-soar-past-3-billion-towards-2024-as-yearly-revenues-exceed-200-billion
https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/the-games-markets-bright-future-player-numbers-will-soar-past-3-billion-towards-2024-as-yearly-revenues-exceed-200-billion
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“The Metaverse could completely revolutionize the esports industry with immersive 
digital experiences. The move to an immersive hybrid model would bring esports fan 
engagement to completely different levels. Instead of spectating from a view of the 
player’s screen, imagine yourself inside the game itself while having the option to 
move within the environment. The Metaverse makes it possible to virtualize an entire 
tournament, making the experience even funner.“

Gary Ongko Putera
CEO and Founder of BOOM Esports

https://gamespad.io/
https://www.gamblinginsider.com/news/14666/us-video-game-spending-totalled-604bn-for-2021
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pong
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https://www.gamblinginsider.com/news/14666/us-video-game-spending-totalled-604bn-for-2021
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https://www.gamblinginsider.com/news/14666/us-video-game-spending-totalled-604bn-for-2021
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game_Boy
https://www.gamblinginsider.com/news/14666/us-video-game-spending-totalled-604bn-for-2021
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1995_in_video_games
https://www.gamblinginsider.com/news/14666/us-video-game-spending-totalled-604bn-for-2021
https://secondlife.com/
https://www.gamblinginsider.com/news/14666/us-video-game-spending-totalled-604bn-for-2021
https://www.minecraft.net/en-us
https://www.gamblinginsider.com/news/14666/us-video-game-spending-totalled-604bn-for-2021
https://www.roblox.com/
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RLC Ventures

thE history of video games

1990’S

Multiplayer experiences
Through the rise of the PC and internet, 
multiplayer games emerged both on 
Console and PC. Doom, Quake, 
Counterstrike, Zelda, WoW, Runescape 
were all on the rise.

1975

The at home console 
Atari soon launched an at-home console 
with a version of “Pong”. This was released 
in 1975 and enabled unrestricted access to 
video games for the first time.

2017

DLC VS. PACKAGES
With the business models of mobile 
games becoming more established, 
games developers began to understand 
the wider opportunity in Downloadable 
Content (DLC). The rise of the Season Pass 
was seen through numerous games, and 
the most famous was Epic’s generation-
defining Battle Royale Fortnite.

1970

Atari and arcade gaming 
Atari in 1972 drove the widespread use of 
Arcade machines - setting benchmark for 
a large-scaling gaming community.

1978

Establishment of industry 
The arrival of Space Invaders to the US 
and Atari consoles was a cultural 
phenomenon. It remains the highest-
grossing game ever and moved a 
hobbyist interest to an industry.

1985

Next generation consoles 
Through the launch of Nintendo 
Entertainment System in 1985, consoles 
boomed even further and led to combined 
$5bn annual revenues. The Nintendo 
Game Boy launched.

2000+

Console first gaming 
Through the arrival of Sony’s PlayStation 
and Microsoft’s Xbox, gaming was now 
multiplayer by default and dedicated 
consoles enabled 3rd party developers to 
boom.

2010+

Arrival of mobile 
The rise of mobile games such as Candy 
Crush demonstrated the scale of the 
opportunity in games and unlocked new 
demographic. At the same time PC and 
Console saw the next generation of young 
gamers come through Minecraft.

2020

New categories 
As the 5th generation of PlayStation and 
Xbox arrive, other newer and more 
immersive competitors have arisen such 
as the now Facebook-owned Oculus Quest 
2. What does the next decade bring?

$3.6B
Investors poured $3.6 billion into 
GameFi startups in 2021 alone.53

53 Builtin
54 Academy Binance
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Games-as-platforms. The gaming experience will become much more flexible, essentially treating the gaming 
environment as a platform-like space for other activities.

Social gaming. Multi-player gaming will allow players to invite friends from the real world, interact with other players, 
build relationships, etc.

Play-to-earn. GameFi will be a crucial element of gaming in the metaverse. 

The possibility of portable game assets. The interoperable architecture of the metaverse could allow for asset 
portability. 

Mixed reality experience. Leveraging AR and MR to provide a more organic experience.

“Game developers are focusing more on economic incentives within gameplay as the 
GameFi model is rapidly becoming the most important feature for metaverse gaming 
projects. Monetizing games is keeping players interested and invested, and 
decentralized finance (DeFi) is making it all possible. As we see more gaming projects 
expand features to be more immersive and utilize technology like AR and VR, we will 
also notice that metaverse games will have incentive structures that allow players to 
earn real-world income.“

Phillip Devine
CEO of CryptoBlades Kingdoms

55 Newzoo
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Newzoo

The Global Serviceable Obtainable 
Market for Cloud Gaming in 2021

164.4M
$152M

$669M

$1,571M

$6,532M

2019 2020 2021 2024

GLOBAL Cloud 
gaming market 
cap forecast
Revenue Estimates for 2019, 2020, 
2021, and 2024 (Base Scenario)

56 PR Newswire

Vogue Business
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57 Epic Games

“Consumers today are demanding immersive experiences, where they can express 
identity through fashion in both their physical and digital realms. As we like to say at 
Faith, digital fashion is not limited to clothing for avatars. It’s a growing fashion 
subculture that includes the digital design and modeling of real-world clothing, the 
uploading of designs for real and digital clothing onto the blockchain (so these designs 
can be sold as NFTs) and even digital clothes rendered onto real people.

Our first actual experience with Metaverse activities was the launch of our Faith 
Connexion store on Decentraland for Metaverse Fashion Week in March, and we 
replicated our fashion presentation and a closing party with Blondish, so our 
community could join us everywhere.

As our Head of Strategy, Andrea Abrams, always says, the future is phygital, where 
brands will connect their physical and digital brand DNA, and we aim to teach all the 
creative talent interested in fashion how to be a part of this new reality.”

Wahid Chammas
Chairman & Co-Founder, Faith Tribe

“It’s taken us 5 decades to realise just how destructive the Fashion industry has 
become, with the unfortunate reputation of being labelled as the 2nd most polluting 
industry in the World, second only to Oil. Without any real thoughts towards the impact 
on our planet, we have created a consumable culture that’s systematically fed an 
insatiable demand for physical products. 

Thankfully, the Fashion industry has finally started to change its behaviour and there’s 
genuine excitement around the idea that Technology, will be seen as a massive 
contributor for another level of creativity and that digital fashion will provide Fashion 
brands with a much more of a sustainable solution with regards to manufacturing and 
streamlining their entire supply chain. 

We still have some way to go in shifting the mindset of the end consumer but if the 
predictions made by Gartner earlier in the year are correct that by 2026, 25% of people 
will spend an hour per day in the Metaverse. Then the concept of wearing digital 
versions of IRL (In Real Life) products within these immersive spaces, will be considered 
as being the norm and as a result, we’ll change our existing relationship with physical 
products and hopefully reduce Carbon emissions along the way.”

Warren Parker-Mills
CEO of Fashion Metaverse Club, Advisor to Metaverse Fashion Council
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58 Tech Crunch
59 Vogue Business
60 Curbed
61 GamesPad - Telegram

45%
According to a survey by GamesPad, 
45% of their Telegram followers say 
they would consider buying virtual 
real estate, while 14% of users claim 
they have already purchased some.61

“Fashion never ends, it just evolves and today that is happening fundamentally. 
Fashion is the hottest topic in the metaverse worlds. We don’t eat, drink or have any 
other fancy physical possessions in metaverse worlds but we have Digital self-image 
to play with 7-24.

We need digital clothes, lots of digital clothes and wearables. There are 8 billion people 
and there will be 16 billion avatars in the near future. Metaverse is the new aura and 
Cards are being redistributed today. Big shops, hundreds of years of brand heritage or 
billions of dollars investments…  the most famous brands will have the same chance in 
the metaverse as a young talented designer has.

We are seeding globally united fashion design talents, digital tailors, animators, digital 
artists and creators. Millions of new jobs and re-creation of a giant industry 
digitally.This is the today's and future look of fashion in the metaverse.”

A.Bahadir Yener
Founder of Metawear

Recently luxury fashion department stores around the world including Saks, Lane Crawford, and Selfridges teamed up with 
8-bit and Highstreet to turn physical retail stores into portals to the Metaverse. They allowed buyers of select collections to 
claim digital assets with their purchase effectively starting the Metaverse movement within mainstream retail.
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62 Business Insider Markets
63 Yahoo News

“Entertainment industry players might have the most lucrative opportunities in the 
metaverse. This emerging virtual space is garnering immense interest from younger 
demographics, a social cohort that is the most excited about new types of 
entertainment. This is why gaming, mass media, and even event management 
companies are joining the metaverse, trying to create a virtual replica of their real-
world services to capitalize on the opportunity and expand their audience reach.“

Brian Hazan
Co-Founder and Chief Revenue Officer at THE HUSL

$4.3B
Virtual real-estate developer 
Republic bought land in The Sandbox 
for $4.3 million to build a virtual mall 
dubbed Metajuku, a digital rendition 
of Tokyo’s famous Harajuku.62

Digital storefronts. With the ways that fashion is already successfully 
integrating itself into virtual worlds, it is likely that soon you’ll be able to 
enter the metaverse and walk down a virtual Rodeo Drive, where you 
can shop for a pair of designer shoes while also browsing an array of 
storefronts who sell an assortment of goods and services.

Virtual gaming. In terms of gaming, the goal of the metaverse is to be 
interoperable, allowing you to bounce around from potentially 
unlimited games. As a result, you won’t find yourself tied to only one 
game but rather wield access to an entire universe of options. 
Additionally, there are virtual land opportunities within games that will 
be able to reach a broad audience of players for games across the 
metaverse as a whole.

Entertainment. It is anticipated that in the metaverse, people will be going to see movies together, enjoying virtual theme 
parks and other such entertainment activities. The possibilities are endless for those wishing to turn virtual plots of land 
into entertaining business ventures.
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Sensorium

“The metaverse is obviously the next big thing in digital marketing. Marketers have 
always been striving to build more immersive and exciting brand experiences. Today 
there is likely no better place for this than the metaverse. From virtual showrooms to 
test drives to online shopping - in the metaverse, all this will acquire a new form and 
skyrocket customer engagement. Imagine a Ferrari test drive on the virtual streets of 
Los Angeles, Bangkok, or any other location in the world. Wouldn't it help the Ferrari 
sales department to engage their luxury customers who are definitely seeking a kind of 
exclusivity and rarity?“

Dana Kachan
CMO at GamesPad & BullPerks

64 Yahoo Finance
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65 Forbes
66 Influencer Marketing Hub
67 Bullieverse
68 Wired
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Cnet

Shopping preferences of users

Online only

I prefer to shop in person

I like a mix of both

52%

10%

38%

84 votes

GamesPad

69 FlowBank
70 DailyCoin
71 Highsnobiety
72 The Street
73 Alo Yoga
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“The entertainment industry is primed for metaverse opportunities, especially in the 
forms of new revenue channels for creators. Immersive experiences, exclusive content 
for fans, being able to bypass traditional modalities of entertainment consumption to 
have a more direct connection and interaction with audiences. Take music for 
example. 

Artist can now build and reward communities for being early supporters in their music 
success via NFT’s or Social Tokens that will grant them access to exclusive events (i.e. 
concerts), content (i.e. exclusive music) and physical/digital items such as 
merchandise and clothing collaborations. These are just a few of the many creative 
avenues that Web 3 will provide to the artist of the future.“

Shawn Mims
American Rapper

ESPN
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45.8M
45.8 million people saw Travis Scott’s 
Astronomical show.76

Sensoriumxr.com

74 GamesPad
75 GamesPad Telegram
76 ESPN
77 Bitcoin News
78 Medium
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HMS Thailand

79 Revfine

Microsoft Mesh
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Roblox

80 Microsoft Mesh
81 101 Blockchains
82 CoinTelegraph
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83 Fast Company
84 Statista - Benefits of the Metaverse

37%
The metaverse may help people 
overcome disabilities (39%) and improve 
creativity and  imagination (37%).84
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Bottomline: Your 
Business Has A Place 
in the Metaverse

81%
81% of consumers who have heard 
about Web 3.0 think that it will 
improve their happiness and 
wellbeing.88

87 The Verge
88 Soocial
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Experts gamespad.io

Dana Kachan
CMO at GamesPad and BullPerks


Gary Ongko Putera
CEO and Founder of BOOM Esports

CEO at BOOM Esports, one of the first Indonesian esports organizations. 
Head of Investment and International Relations at PB Esports Indonesia. 

Petrix Barbosa
Partner Moonboots Capital

Shawn Mims (Mims) Rapper best known for his commercial debut single "This Is Why I'm Hot", 
which peaked at number one on the US Billboard Hot 100 chart. Co-
Founder at Cre8tor.app and American King Music, Advisor to M.I.M.S. 
(Music Is My Solution).

Eathan Janney
Co-Founder of Edge of NFT Podcast

Co-Host of Edge of NFT, one of the most popular NFT podcasts in the 
United States.  Co-Founder of NFT LA conference, and CEO of Piano 
Technicians Masterclass.


Jeff Kelley
Co-Founder of Edge of NFT Podcast

Co-Host of Edge of NFT, one of the most popular NFT podcasts in the 
United States. Co-Founder of NFT LA conference, Co-Founder and Partner 
of MainChain Ventures.

Josh Kriger
Co-Founder of Edge of NFT Podcast

Co-Host of Edge of NFT, one of the most popular NFT podcasts in the 
United States. Co-Founder of NFT LA conference, Co-Founder and Partner 
of MainChain Ventures.

Wahid Chammas
Chairman & Co-Founder, Faith Tribe

Chairman & Co-Founder of Faith Tribe, co-Owner of Faith Connexion, 
and Founder & CIO of TyreGate Capital, a private equity platform with 
ownership in 35 companies, a third of which are leaders in Fashion and 
Fashion Technology.  Wahid has worked in Finance for over 27 years, 
including meaningful tenures at both Goldman, Sachs & Co. and Janus 
Capital Group.  He was recognized in Financial News (Dow Jones) as a 
Rising Star, 40 Under 40 in Asset Management.
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About GamesPad

Contact Us

GamesPad is the world’s first holistic gaming, NFT and metaverse ecosystem aimed to incubate the most impactful 
crypto gaming projects. It is a one-stop shop for everything GameFi, metaverse and NFT that brings together a gaming 
incubator, game-specific multichain launchpad, decentralized venture capital, NFT aggregator and marketplace, in-
house game studio, and much more. GamesPad is the culmination of years of expertise, research, and passion to propel 
blockchain gaming to the mainstream. 
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